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The alternative was a model of practice based on craft precedents, where one person or a small group guided a project from its inception to completion. In this model, the architect in his or her own person commanded all requisite knowledge and many of the necessary skills. As an example, the 19th-century English Arts-and-Crafts architect Philip Webb was described by his biographer W. R. Lethaby as able to take the tools from the worker's hand and do the job just as well, or better. 2 The rapid advance of building technology in the late 19th century soon made such a masterful grasp of all aspects of creating a building impossible for one person. By the 20th century, the design and realization of ever more complex and ambitious structures required a wide range of very specialized knowledge in fields such as structural, mechanical, and electrical engineering. The architect had to contract for advice on these specialized matters, while jealously guarding the role of prime consultant and of responsible agent for architecture as the primary, integrative, art. For architects, one cost of this approach could be the loss of commissions, or control, to others, including engineering firms and building contractors who could claim they were better able to manage costs and building schedules. In such cases, the architect, while still able to offer the necessary architectural skills, could be "demoted" to employee or hired consultant. Nonetheless, the craft model -architect as creative generalist -continued (and continues) to appeal to many practitioners, for its flexibility and for its focus on practice as the work of creative individuals. John B. Parkin Associates, though, chose a different direction.
John B. Parkin (1911-75) had entered practice in the late 1930s, but it was his meeting with John C. Parkin ; no relation; figure 1) in 1944, and John C.'s return from Harvard to join John B. in practice in 194 7, that set the firm on a clear path. Asked in 1975 about models for the Parkin practice, which at its peak in the late 1960s and early 1970s was the largest and most influemial in Canada, John C. Parkin rejected the powerful and distinguished contemporary American firm, Skidmore, Owings and Merrill, as a source of inspiration. Rather, he said, Albert Kahn's firm was the formative influence. Among the books on his office shelves, John C. identified a copy of George Nelson's 1939 monograph The Industrial Architecture of Albert Kahn as a key inspiration. 3 The Kahn concept of a unified and comprehensive design service served as a model that was clarified and refined by the Parkin practice. As their firm grew through the following two decades, the two Parkins and their associates built the largest and most distinguished Canadian firm of the period. The model unravelled in the 1970s, with John B. Parkin's move to Los Angeles, the merger with Smith Carter Searle, John B.'s death in 1975 , and the break between John C. and the emergence of a successor firm, Neish Owen Rowland and Roy.
The architectural practice proposed by Albert Kahn (figure 2) was conceived to answer the demands of its major group of clients, the large-scale, technologically advanced manufacturing industries. Kahn's practice was inspired by and to a degree modelled on those same industries, particularly the pioneering operations of the Ford Motor Company. Those operations, as embedded in and shaping 20th-century North American society, have given their name to the "Fordist" stage of capitalist development. The Parkin firm of the 1960s and 1970s may be seen as attempting to implement Fordism in an architectural practice, and their buildings as representing the architectural expression of Fordist capitalism. This is not to argue that the Parkin firm was unique, or that it was typical. Its partners did, however, pursue their objectives with a single-mindedness and success that makes their enterprise a particularly illuminating case for examination. 4 The most interesting questions about an architectural practice go beyond the analysis of its organization and management to their implications and consequences for design. Did the structure of the practice itself give a shape and limits to what it might achieve in its buildings? Do the buildings themselves reveal a larger social vision, whether intended or not? He noted what he considered to be the uneven quality of Kahn's design -the modem work in the factories compromised by the retrospective style of the administrative and public buildings (figure 3) -but was reassured by the work of Skidmore, Owings and Merrill, which demonstrated "that there was nothing mutually exclusive between good design and good organization. " 6 Albert Kahn's approach was shaped in response to the demands of the automobile industry, and particularly the leading innovator, the Ford Motor Company. Henry Ford and his associates directed the full flowering of a Taylorist enterprise centred on production-line manufacturing, but gave their name not just to "a new model of production and accumulation [but also to] a new system of social and political regulation ... and a new form of international division of labour."
7 That larger social and political system is as relevant to architectural design and practice as the more limited question of office organization. Henry Ford's company grew into an industrial giant through the years immediately following the First World War, realizing a comprehensive vision of a modern corporation, before steady growth was interrupted by the stock market crash of 1929, the Great Depression, and the Second World War. A key element in the mass production system it implemented was the assembly line, which was first seen in the Chicago meat-packing plants and then introduced to the automobile industry by Ford in 1913-14 at his Highland Park plant. 8 The full vision included not just the technical details of mass production, but the selection, shaping, and supervision of the workforce, including its housing and some oversight over the workers' personal lives. High pay and steady work bound the workers to the company in a relation of mutual obligation and dependence. The Ford Motor Company's Sociology Department was the precursor of the post-Second World War personnel departments, their subject matter now identified in a telling phrase as "human resources." Taylor's Scientific Management was realized through the rational control of all resources and processes, including human, and extended to the creation and manipulation of a market for the products of mass production. While any such comprehensive system was beyond the scope of an architectural firm, Kahn learned from Ford and his management systems as he designed the factories to house the Ford company's operations:
The outstanding fact about the organization of Albert Kahn, Inc. is a brief outline of the completeness of the Kahn organization[: because the work is so varied and so extensive) its departmental chiefs must be well versed in their respective activities .. .. its efforts must be systematic .... a standardized procedure must be strictly followed, so that the work in its various stages can flow through the office as smoothly as a product flows through a well-designed factory.
Not only have Albert Kahn, Inc. brought architecture to industry, they have also brought industry to architecture. In his book on Kahn, Grant Hildebrand quotes a 1918 description of the new offices occupied by Kahn that year, which includes a note on the way in which actual daily progress was charted against estimated progress. Hildebrand comments that the "entire organization of the work process ... recalls the automobile industry's [system]. Kahn was drawing organizational lessons from the industry he served:"
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There was no part of the work for which provision had not been made in the office organization -this staff was capable of dealing with data and determinants for all aspects of building design and seeing it through construction to time of occupancy without the aid of any consultants. ll Though John C. Parkin noted that the Kahn model had come to their attention in the mid 1940s, an August 1938 Architectural Forum article that included the Kahn organizational chart (figure 4) suggests that John B. Parkin may have been exposed to the Kahn model even earlier. 12 Regardless of when they first learned of the model, it proposed an approach to practice which appeared to support their ambition for design of the highest quality produced with both efficiency and economy. The key appears to have been the incorporation of all the requisite skills into the firm . Notably, these included not only the engineering professions (structural, mechanical, and electrical), but also landscape design (under John B. Parkin's brother Edmund), interior design, graphic design, and even industrial design. Specification writing, cost estimating, and site supervision were more routine activities to be carried on in-house, but there was a particular emphasis on specialization and the division of labour in place of the traditional architectural generalist, who would routinely have be responsible for all these activities. Despite their elaboration of the Kahn precedent, there was some resistance by the Parkins to chart their firm's structure in the traditional way. In a 1961 letter to the editor of the Canadian Builder, John C. wrote that until then they had not "thought it desirable to proceed as far as an organizational chart." A tension between the industrial model and the tradition of the architect as a highly creative individualist seems to lie behind the circular chart they did produce for a Canadian Builder article on the firm (figure 5). As Parkin noted, "This avoids the usual stratified concept inherent in all vertical organization charts, and which we are most anxious to avoid." The tension between the architect as manager and the architect as creative individualist led to contradictory views of the Parkin practice. Their office in Don Mills, Ontario, was a manifesto for the Parkins' design principles (figure 7). In John C.'s words, "Beauty is built in -by proportion. An extension of function is beauty. We are not fine artists but social artists. "
Architecture is a hard, hard process of analysis. It isn't something that comes fu ll-blown in some incredible spiritual insight, but is only the product of a lot of rejection. That is why I come with such hope to the computer. With it we will have a hand a much more substantial body of knowledge from the behavioural scientists, the cultural anthropologists, the ecologists -the people who should really be doing the pure theory which we should be applying. These are the people who really know about how people should live -not architects.
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This "scientistic" view belonged to a period when war-time "operational research" and other attempts to apply scie ntific knowledge and analysis to complex human situations encouraged the belief that architecture could (and should) become an applied science. It 's difficult now to know how seriously John C. held this view, which seems to be contradicted by his strongly held aesthetic preferences, nowhere more evident than in his own house. The Parkin office in Don Mills was known familiarly as "the factory" (the "brain factory," to quote Keith Spicer); 17 as illustrations reveal, it looked back to Kahn's long-span, one floor, glazed industrial sheds for the parti (whether from Manitoba or Harvard, Beaux-Arts terms enriched the Parkin lexicon) (figures 7, 8). The treatment was Miesian: deceptively simple detail, elegant proportion, and a restricted palette of materials and colours (black) enclosed an orthogonally planned set of offices, the north half of the building given over to a vast drafting room with parallel ranks of drafting tables. The arrangement was both industrial and unexceptional, though ironically it spoke of hierarchy: the Parkins' offices were sequestered at the southeast corner in an administrative enclave, despite John C.'s emphasis on democracy, teamwork, and collaboration.
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Social and political issues appear to have been sensitive matters. Commenting on a draft article in a letter to the editor of the Canadian Builder, John C. questioned a reference to the senior Parkin's views on appropriate dress :
Too much emphasis has been given in the text to a concem, suggested by others, that we might have to do with the appearance of human beings and their personal habits than we do, in fact, maintain. Our men [sic] are, in fact, trained to conduct themselves as professional men with a continuing bias towards the art of architecture. In other ages architects wore monk's robes or the trappings of rich dilettantes. What Mr. Parkin is suggesting is that the appearance of the individual architect is often a manifestation of his attitude towards his professional practice.l 9 Keith Spicer's article refers to an unnamed senior officer who "confirmed that a man of eccentric dress 'might not get to meet a client,' noting with disdain that in one well-known Toronto architect's office 'they tend to wear wool ties'." 20 
It
appears that, while there may not have been a formal dress code, there were clear expectations, particularly for employees who hoped to rise to positions of greater responsibility. All this is. not particularly surprising, although it reinforces the distinction between different traditions of practice, and the self-presentation of architects within those traditions. 21 The experiences of younger architects working for the Parkin firm confirmed the contrasting views and traditions .
.JssAc I usEAc 24:1 ( 1 999> Said one young architect, "you won't learn anything creative, but you'll learn to be a good technician ... . it's so big and rigid they can't keep up with the latest in design .... What hits you is the hierarchy ... every one is expected to conform completely-a beard is immediately regarded with suspicion." For others, the experience was "terrific ... a very stimulating one .... In five years you cover what some architects spend a lifetime doing .... the diversity of work, the magnitude of the projects and the people themselves" 22 These views reveal contrasting expectations of architectural practice, and the degree to which employees were prepared to enter into the opportunities and constraints of corporate practice on the Parkin model. It seems inescapable that, at the Parkin scale of practice (200 or more employees), the desire to maintain consistency of design together with a high level of technical quality, including control over budgets and schedules, required a strong hierarchy and firm central control of design. Other offices pursued high quality while accepting, indeed encouraging, diverse approaches to design. The British firm Arup Associates, for example, combined advanced engineering and architectural skills to produce more innovative designs, yet felt no need for the rigorous consistency Parkin sought. The contemporary Canadian firm, Thompson, Berwick and Pratt, also tackled large-scale work to international acclaim, but were willing to accept -and capitalize -on the individual talents of its designers rather than impose conformity to a corporate design ideal ( figure 9 ). Even the Parkin firm's work did evolve, and strong design personalities found opportunities to extend the limits of acceptable forms and materials. Nonetheless, such individuality was resisted: while a few projects such as the Salvation Army headquarters building (figure 10), the Sifto Salt building, and the Simpson's office tower stepped outside the firm's conventional design vocabulary, the most characteristic of the firm's work remained within the bounds defined by such classic projects as the Ortho Pharmaceutical plant (figure 11), the Don Mills Shopping Centre, the firm's own Don Mills office, and John C. Parkin's own house.
Design perfected through rigorous control remained an important goal. A critic from an earlier time, John Ruskin, found the same aim in classicism, which he rejected in favour of the accidents and eccentricities of the Gothic, a style that allowed the stone carver to contribute his own creativity to the work. 23 Ruskin, as economist and social critic, saw the nature of work and the quality of life as inseparable: the individual worker's experience should not be sacrificed to the pursuit of abstract perfection. Some of Parkin's employees clearly had similar feelings about their experience in a practice based on an industrial model and dedicated to a kind of modem classicism.
In summary, it seems that John C. Parkin was right to associate the firm's conception of practice with Albert Kahn, Peter's Basilica as touchstones of design. Mies, Gropius, and Parkin, however much they differed in other respects, all sought images of perfection in their buildings. For them, modern industry and its products were an inspiration. The Parkins also found inspiration in modem industry's organization and processes. We can celebrate their successes, while recognizing the failures, in their attempt to build more satisfac tory places to work and live. The question remains of how better to express our view of the human world, now more often see n as deeply flawed, and impossible to perfect.
Endnotes
In discussion in April1997 at the Society of Architectural Historians conference in Baltimore, where this paper was presented, it was suggested tha t an important precedent for the work of Kahn for Ford was the Central Manufacturing District (CMD) in Chicago. The "first planned industrial district" in the U. 
